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INTRODUCTION t THE ETIOLOGY OF MENTALLY ILL VETERANS
There are certain factors and emotional problems idiich have dynamic
significance in the development of psychiatric disorders in veterans of
military service. The following factors were extracted from material
written by Woodward and Rennie. There are certain factors which begin to
operate even before induction. Anticipation of being drafted or receipt
of induction orders constitutes a traumatic experience for many individuals.
This usually results from the disruption of secure family patterns and
established ways of living and applies mostly to men who have abnormal
fixations on -Uielr mothers. This fear of losing the mother often takes
the form of rationalization as to concern or responsibility for her.
Threatened family disruption and anticipated fear for his own welfare set
off a pattern of anxiety. Fear of being transferred into an exclusive
male environment creates additional anxieties in some men, especially
those idio have failed to solve their oedipus conflict. These men are
afraid of contacts with other men especially men who seem stronger and
superior.^
There are other factors idiich begin to operate immediately after
induction. Among -ttiese are: the necessity to face and accept a completely
new authoritarian worldj the assignment of unwanted tasks and misuse of
specific talents; lack of privacy; concern over the possibility of
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physical injury; and lack of normal sexual outlets.
Combat e:qperience brings even more dynamic factors into operation.
"Luther E. Woodward and Thomas A. C Rennie, Mental Health in Modern




Some of these are: fatlgvie; Increased responsibility;; the diverse changes
of climate; subjection to new somatic diseases; states of dwindling
morale; loss of confidence in leaders; guilt feelings over the death of
buddies; continued and repeated exposure to shell blasts and explosions;
the need to appear brave in the face of dangers and ovemhelming fear; and
the conflict between duty and the desire to escape.^
Upon discharge and after his return home, a iriiole new set of factors
begin to operate*. The veteran is discharged in a changed social and
economic society; he becomes lonely; he desires to be back in service; he
feels a lack of companionship and finds it difficult to get reoriented in
satisJfying employment. If he received a certificate of disability
discharge, he feels the stigma associated with his neuro-psychiatric
illness; he feels unable to discuss it with his family or friends and is
therefore faced with powerfvil family attitudes of anxiety and misunder-
o
standing*
Since a Tast majority of military men survive these factors without
overt disabilities, it seems important to indicate that the forms in which
anxiety may manifest itself may vary and depend upon the individual's
constitution, family history, specific personality organization and method
of dealing with anxiety* While the defenses of some individuals are
strong enough to withstand these anxieties, the defenses of others become
ruptured and breakdown. The reaction may be an overt expression of





(conversion hysteriaa), the displacement of anxiety by paranoid projection
(paronaia), or by regressive disorganization of the total personality
(schizoj^enia)* It is this last reaction to i^ich this study was
dedicated* In the treatment of schizophrenics there seem to be two goals;
first, to remove iiae fundamental anxiety and, second, to restore strength
to the disturbed said ireakened ego* The first of these goals are undertaken
chiefly by the psychiatrist in shock, psycho-therapy and other medical and
psychic treatments* It is the psychiatrist's responsibility to relieve
the patient of his intrapsychic conflict and thus remove his symptoms.
The second of these goals are achieved chiefly by the psychiatric social
worker through strong supportive encouragement and reassurance. The
psychiatric social worker also strives to remove or reduce the stresses
and conflicts caused by the environment and to help the client find and
use the potentially constructive factors in his situation so "ttiat he can
channel his life anew, obtain more genuine satisfactions, and pursue his
goals with greater success*^
Description of Setting
The writer experienced a block field work placement as a student in
the Social Service Department of the Veterans Administration Hospital,
Northport, Long Island, Hew York. This is a neuro-psychiatric hospital
for the treatment and care of mentally ill veterans of military service*
The major portion of the patient population is treated for mental




predominance of schizophrenics. The population of more than 2700 consist
mainly of patients iiho have entered volxmtarily or by certification from
the metropolitian area, of New York City, Brooklyn and Long Island,
There are various forms of therapies used in this hospital. They
consist mainly oft Individual and group psychotherapy, electro and Insulin
shock therapy, educational, occupational, manual arts and corrective
physical therapy, sedative therapies (drugs and hydro therapy) and
psychosurgery (labotony and topectomy).
Emphasis in social treatment is placed on the lmp)ortfflice of the total
social environment from idiich the patient comes and to vhich he will return.
The controlled environment of the hospital is used pvcrposefully by the
patient and the clinical team as an opportunity to develop a positive,
corrective living experience.
At any pjoint in treatment a patient may request a meeting of the
medical staff for consideration of release from the hospital. The patient,
a responsible relative or friend, or the physician in charge of the case
usually requests such a meeting of the medical staff. In the event that
the patient is considered by the medical staff as rea<fy for release, he
be discharged as having received maximum hospital benefits, or he may
be placed on trial visit status (convalescent leave) vhere his adjustment
is supervised by the Social Service Department of the New York or Brook]^
Regional Office* If the staff decides that he is not read^ to leave the
hospital, he may be discharged against medical advice. However, if he is
considered dangerous to himself or others he is retained providing he has
been certified as a menance to the community and if not, disp>osition is
made for commitment and certification.
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The Trial Visit Program
The term trial visit refers to the period of time a patient spends
out of the hospital expecting a final discharge, providing he makes a
satisfactory adjustment in the community, A trial visit may initially be
granted for from 30 to 90 days, as indicated in the case, subject to
extensions up to the maximum period (one year) beyond idiich recommitment
would be required by state law,
Wien a patient proceeds on trial visit,, the hospital will submit a
supplemental Form 2593» showing the period of trial visit granted. The
patient's bed will be considered vacant, but, until his discharge, he
will be carried on the hospital roll, thou^ not recorded in periodic
administrative reports as part of the patient load.
At any point during the trial visit period the patient may return to
the hospital voluntarily or he may be returned against his will, if he is
certified, or by a responsible relative iriio is not satisfied with his
adjustment. The person nflio is to accept the patient on trial visit is
informed that should the patient relapse so that he cannot be kept at
home, he should be retvimed to the hospital.
All patients going on trial visit within New York City limits are
supervised on trial visit by the social service department of the New
York Regional Office, with the exception of patients living in Brooklyn,
New York who are the responsibility of the social service department of the
Brooklyn Regional Office, The hospital has no direct contact with the
patient after he leaves on trial visit, hut receives an adjustment report
from the Regional Office Social Service Departments at the end of the first
and second three months of trial visit, and again about two weeks before
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the year is up. TSIhile on trial visit, patients are seen by Regional Office
physicians and given service by other Regional Office departments, such as
Vocational Rehabilitation and Education, idien such additional service
seems indicated at the discretion of the Regional Office social worker.
The hospital social service department directly supervises only those
patients living on Long Island outside the New York City limits. All other
cases are referred to the social service department of the Regional Office
nearest their residence.
Purpose of Study
This study was designed to evaluate ‘Wie tyiie of preparation and
follow-\Q> sertice rendered by the social service department in assisting
mal-adjusted veterans to make an adeqtxate adjustment while on trial visit.
Readmitted cases were selected to determine any weakness that may exist in
trial visit preparation and supervision. No reference was made to cases
in triiich patients were discharged ft*om trial visit because it was assumed
that trial visit preparation and supervision in those cases were adequate.
Scope of Study
This study was confined to the presentation and evaluation of six
readmitted Schizophrenic cases known to Ihe Social Service Department of
the Northport Veterans Administration Hospital between September 1, 19h9,
and Febi*uary 28, 1950. The cases selected for this stucfy were obtained
from the social service files of the hospital. Hie criteria for the
selection of cases was as followsr
1. Patients idio were veterans of World War II since more patients
from this group leave the hospital on trial visit.
2, Patients ?ho carried a diagnosis of schizojhrenia since this
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fmctional disorder represents a majority of the hospital
popiilation,
3. Patients Tidio were supervised on trial visit by the New York City
or Brooklyn, New York Regional Office since the majority of the
hospital population comes from the metropolitan New York area
and are supervised by the social service departments of these
two offices while on trial visit.
I4. Patients who had not undergone psychosvirgery since relief from
intrapsychoic conflicts and the removal or reduction of stresses
and conflicts caused by the environment by surgery present
special problems of relearning and personality reintegration
unique to this partictilar group.
Description of Method
In order, to make the cases more readable and easier to handle in the
course of study, the case material was compiled under the following
headings:
1. Background Information - a summary of the patient's personal and
family history prior to entering the hospital.
2. Case Work Preparation For Trial Visit - the nature of case work
contacts and a description of the planning in the pre-trial visit
period.
3. Adjustment on Trial Visit - description of the patient's family and
community adjustment while on trial visit along with an account of
his contacts willi the supervising case worker d\iring this period.
!(.* Case Evaluation - an analysis of the patient's trial visit
adjustment in terms of the type of pre-trial visit preparation and
trial visit supervision as indicated in pre-trial visit surveys,
pre-trial visit referrals and evaluative reports.
Definition of Tenns
The following definitions were taken from the Veterans Administration
Nomenclature of Psychiatric Disorders and Reactions.
Psychoses Without Known Organic Etiology
a. Schizophrenic Disorders. This term is synonymovis with the
formerly used term dementia praecox. It represents a group
of psychiatric disorders characterized by fundamental
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disturbances in reality-relationships and concept formations
T/ith consequent affective behaviorial and intellecttial
disturbances in vaiying degrees and mixtures. The disorders
are marked by a strong tendency to retreat from reality, by
emotional dishamony, unpredictable distiarbances in stream
of thought, and in some by a tendency to deterioration.
It is not essential to forcibly classify such patients into
Kraepelinian type. The predominant symptomatology -will be
the determining factors in classifying such patients.
(1) Schizophrenic reaction, latent. Certain individTials are
found on examination to present definite schizophrenic
ideation and behavior (e. g., mannerisms, unpredictable
acts), beyond ttiat of the schizoid personality, but. not
of an advanced stage as in acute or chronic schizophrenic
reactions. These individuals may be incipient schizo¬
phrenics and they may maintain their borderline adjust¬
ment over long periods. Among their friends, these
individuals are regarded merely as queer or eccentricj
under close examination, hcfwever, they show evidences of
psychotic symptoms. They represent essentially bordejr-
line psychoses. Important diagnofetic evidence of such
reactions consists of disordered conceptival (cate¬
gorical) thinking as manifested in special tests, such
as the Rorschach test, the Vigetsky (Haufman-Kasanin)
category tests, and sorting tests (Goldstein-Sheerer,
Papaport and Halstead), proverbs and problems (J.
Benjamin, N. Cameron), and the Muirray Thematic
Apperception Test. Hospitalization of such cases is
rarely necessary.
(2) Schizophrenic reaction, simple type. This type of re¬
action is characterized ciaiefly by reduction In external
attachments and interests and improverishment of hvnnan
relationships. It often involves adjustment on a lower
psychobiological level of functioning, usrially ac¬
companied ly apathy and indifference but rarely ty
conspicuous delusions or hallucinations. In contrast
to the long history, without any, or sli^t ohange in
symptomatology of the 'schizoid personality, the sii!p»le
type of schizophrenic reaction characteristical]y
manifests a marked increase in the severity of symptoms
over long periods.
(3) Schizophrenic reaction, hebephrenic type. Such
reactions are characterized by shallow inappropriate
affect, unpredictable giggling, silly behavior and
mannerisms, delusions often of a somatic nature and
hallucinations.
(li) Schizophrenic reaction, catatonic type. The reaction is
characterized by conspicuous motor behavior, exhibiting
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either marked generalized inhibition (stupor, mutism,
negativism and vraxy flexibility) or excessive motor
activity and excitement. The individual may regress
to a state of vegetation.
(5) Schizophrenic reaction» paranoid type> This type of
reaction is characterized by s<diizophrenic unreal¬
istic thinking, wi-Ui mental content composed chiefly
of delusions of prosecution, occasionally of grandeur,
hallucinations, a fairly constant attitude of
hostility and aggression, and idea of reference. It is
also characterized by xmpredictable behavior. Excess¬
ive religiosity may be present and there may be an
expansive and productive delusional system of om¬
nipotence, genius or special ability* The systema¬
tized paranoid hypochrondriacal states are included in
this group*
(6) Schizophrenic reaction, unclassified* There are tiro
large ^oups (acute and chronic) of schizophrenic
reactions iriiich cannot be appropriately classified
under the four Kraepelinian types* The acute group
of this reaction includes cases ejdiibiting a wide
variety of schizophrenic symptomatology, such as
confusion of thinking and turmoil states, and dis¬
sociative phenomena. Uiese symptoms appear precipi¬
tously, often without apparent precipitating stress,
but exhibiting historical evidence of prodromal
symptoms* Very often they are accompanied by a pro—
noimced affective coloring of either excitement or
depression. The symptoms often clear in a matter of
weeks, although there is a tendency for them to rectar.
Hie chronic schizophrenic exhibit a mixed symptom¬
atology and idien the reaction cannot be classed in any
of the four.Kraepelinian types, it should be placed In
this group.^
Veterans Administration Technical Bulletin lOA—78, Nomenclattire of
Psychiatric Disorders and Reactions, (October, 19h7) t PP*- 9-10*
CHAPTER II
THE ROIE OF THE PSYCHIATRIC CASE WORKER
IN A JJENTAL HOSPITAL
The psychiatric case worker In a mental hospital has a significant
role to play in rendering services to patients idio need help with family
or other problems in adjustment, and in planning more adequate provisions
for meeting human needs and preventing mental and social distress.
The Initial Contact With Patients
Social treatment of the patient In a mental hospital follows many of
the usual practices of social case work. Specific cases are registered
with the Social Service Exchange. New admissions are selected and
referred by the psychiatrist to the social service department. At the
first interview, the social worker attempts to give the patient some
understanding of the social worker’s place in the hospital organization in
relation to the jAiysicIan’s treatment. The patient is given an explanation
of the reason for the interview and has the opportmity to express idiat he
considers his problem, his concept of and attitude towards hospitalization
and treatment. During this process he may be able to release misgivings,
hostility or resentment. The social worker readily accepts the patient’s
contribution to the interview, such as providing information and suggest¬
ing idans by giving due consideration; to his specific requests and if
possible, answering his questions. The social worker acquaints the patient
with the hospital routine, gives him the reasons for certain procedures
and reassures him regarding his affairs outside the hospital. The
possibilities of services to the patient are suggested. This initial
contact and the meeting of specific requests has therapeutic value for
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the patient in that he tends to become more comfortable and feel less
Isolated in the hospital. In this interview, "Uie social worker should
be able to learn what the patient expects in the way of social treatment of
his problem.
The Social Study
Shortly after the initial contact, there are hospital needs which m\zst
be met. Su^lementary, historical or factual data must be obtained and are
most often secured by the social worker from the patient's relatives aiia
friends and by the physician from the patient.^ A valid history gives the
psychiatrist and social worker the opportunity to evaluate and interpret
the background in relation to cause of illness, diagnosis and initial
treatment not only of the psyche but of the environmental situation.
After Care Treatment
After treatment in the protective environment of the hospital, and
before discharge, the social worker considers the family's readiness for
this step and may airange for a trial visit. This stu^ was concerned
with the preparation and the follow-up services rendered by the social
worker while patients were on trial visit.
Families and others who have known the patient have adjusted
themselves to the kind of person they knew vhen he was well and they feel
estranged and lost idien the personality of the patient changes, as it may
do in recovery from psychiatric disorders. The patient, in turn, notices.
American Association of Psychiatric Social Workers, Essentials of
Psychiatric Social Service Techniques in Mental Hospitals. Report ot
the Mental Hospitals Study Committee (New York, 1939-kD), p.
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this and often becomes more miserable* To prevent misunderstandings, the
social worker interprets the changes and helps both the patient and the
members of his family to reconstruct their relationships on a mutually
satisfying basis* Before the trial visit is arranged, the social worker
discusses with the family, in some detail^ways in uhlch the members can be
of the greatest help to the patient yitien he retunis home* To patients v4io
are ready for work, further assistance is given, appropriate work being
sou^t and the patient's needs being interpreted to the employer so that
maximum work success may be assured*^
The primary purpose of the trial visit program is to help the patient
re-establish himself in the community* During this period of convalescent
care the patient remains a responsibility of the hospital authorities*
The social worker assists in tie discharge of hospital responsibilities by
exercising continued supervision of the patient and by attempting to make
available to him all the possible commimity resources which might help in
his readjustment such as, some interpretation to the family regarding the
patient's Illness, helping patients to regain their economic security by
assisting them in locating work contacts and encouraging the interest and
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acceptance of former employers idienever possible*
An acknowledged clear-cut function of the social worker is the
endeavor to prevent any disruption in the continuity of family-patient
relationship* For the family, the mentally lU veteran often becomes a
tester B, Crutcher, "The Function of the Psychiatric Social Worker
In a Mental Hospital," News-letter, Summer, 19U2, XII, 3-11*
2
The Psychiatric Social Worker In The Psychiatric Hospital (Group FoJ?
The Advancement Of Psychiatry, Topeka, Kansas; Report No. 2, 19h8, p. li;*
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frightened stranger. The social worker may help the family with this
problem of disturbance of familiarity so that they can accept him back as
they find him. In such social work activity tbere is real promise of
avoiding a good deal of unnecessary human suffering.^
Althotigh the psychotic patient often has more ability to make plans
and decisions than is generally supposed, he is usually not sufficiently
in touch with reality or his environment to sustain a treatment relation -
ship and therefore social treatment with him is usually geared to his
symptomatic responses. This is not necessarily true in work with other
members of the family. The working out of emotional problems, sudi as
maternal rejection or the fear of the inheritance of mental disease, is an
important part of the preparation of the home environment for the patient's
return. In many cases, however, severe mental illness grows out of an
extreme social situation irtierein the social worker can hope to relieve only
the most acute problems. In other instances the social worker’s ability
to find social outlets for the patient's energies, in keeping with his
needs and capacities, becomes the determining factor in maintaining his
2
extramural life.
The patient's willingness to accept treatment for the environmental
aspect of his illness will nattirally affect idiat the social worker may be
able to do. His willingness and ability to cooperate in social treatment
depends upon various factors in his situation. His intellectual capacity
is an Important consideration but the clarity of his mind,, such as his
^Ibid., pp. 3-U*
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Report of American Association of Psychiatric Social Workers, op. cit.,
memory, judgment, reasoning and ability to focus his attention on the
situation at hand are also important factors. His emotional attitude
towards his hospitalization, his family and social problem also color the
social treatment of the situation. The patient’s ability to accept and
finally utilize various facilities such as vocational, education and other
social services is an integral part of any plan formulated. This plan is
necessarily dependent upon the legal responsibilities of the hospital, the
individual situation, the integration of social service function with the
physician's plan of treatment, the patient's cooperation, his family's
acceptance of the hospital and treatment suggested, and the facilities
atvailable.^
With the social worker, the choice of procedure and the degree of its
use are important factors to be considered, since it is apparent that "Uie
degree of withdrawal from reality by the patient will limit the interview¬
ing process. An individual with irtiom the social worker may be called upon
to deal, who has become inaccessible because of profound depression,
hallucinations or other conditions of mental illhess, is always a challenge
2





PRESENTATIffll AND DISCUSSIffll OF CASES
The case stiidy method is one of the oldest and best ways of clearly
visualizing social life. It gives a continuous picture of experiences,
social factors, influences, social situations, crises and interrelated
factors idiich are significant in understanding the development of atti¬
tudes, meanings, habits and responses. The following cases were selected
from the social service files of the Northport Veterans Administration
Hospital to give a general picture of some of the factors and emotional
problems udiich contribute to the development of psychiatric disorders .in
veterans of military service idiich the psychiatric case worker i^ould have
attempted to reduce or remove in order that the veteran would be able to
make the best possible family and community readjustment.
Case 1
Backgroxind Information>— This veteran was bom in New York City
in 1917, the second of three siblings, two girls and one boy. His '
birtti and early development were described as being entirely normal;
There was no history of overt nervous disorders such as hail biting,
enuresis, temper tantrms, nightmares or coh-^sionsi.' He had the
usual childhood diseases (measles,'chickeh“p6x,* mumps, etc.) ' • -
between the ages of five and seven. He was always a healthy child^
considered active and energetic and played with other cshildren in thd
neighborhood. There were ho indications of sibling rivalry. His
family background for mental illnesses was essentially negative.
He started going to school at the age of six years and progressed
very well, finishing public school at the age of fourteen. He went
to high school, was considered an average student and finished the
fourth year at the age pf eighteen.
He played actively with other boys, enjoyed roller-skating,
bicycling and playing base-ball. He was affectionate towards his
family at all times, was good natured, and got along well with his
friends, was of a good disposition, happy, and fond of a good time.
He went out with girls occasionally but denied any sexual relations
prior to induction, during or since service. He admitted the habit
of masturbation but denied any connecting guilt feelings.
After finishing high school he worked part time with a surveyor
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and obtained several other odd jobs as it was difficult during the
depression to find regular employment.
He enlisted in the amy in 19iil and received training as a
bombardier in the Army Air Force. Information regarding his amy
adjustment was meager. He first became ill in the army viien he went
to the dispensary to ask for a laxative. His condition was noticed
and he was ordered to bed. He resented this action, became
antagonistic towards the hospital personnel, felt the army had held
him down, and hindered his progress for being promoted to sergeant or
lieutenant. After five weeks of hospitalization, he received a
Certificate of Disability Discharge in 19l;3.
CH his return home he was seclusive and appeared vinderaourished
and nervous. Excitement and noise bothered him. He freqiiently took
long walks with his mother but spent most of his time sleeping. On
June 6, 19i43 he returned to work at an air line, got along well for
a Tidiile and no complaints were given. However, he was not friendly
and wanted to keep to himself. He wanted to go overseas but was not
needed there. He brooded a great deal and was depressed because most
of his ffiends were still in Service. He was later referred to a
private psychiatrist, treated, but did not improve. He also received
out-patient treatments at the Veterans Administration Hospital, Bronx,
New York. He then began to stay away from home for long periods of
time. He was hospitalized at Bellevue Hospital in 19U5,
ceirbified and transferred to Kings Park State Hospital. He appeared
slightly older than his chronological age. His mood was gloonQr, he
was asocial, seclusive and withdrawn. He showed evidence of confusion,
vagueness of thought and was possessed with mild delusions of
reference. He was transferred to the Northport Veterans Adminis¬
tration Hospital in June, 19h^ and diagnosed Schizophrenic reaction,
paranoid type.
Case Work Preparation For Trial Visit.— This patient was granted
trial visit status for an absence-without-leave from the hospital.
His mother notified the hospital authorities that he had returned
home and, indicating that his behavior was satisfactoryj^ requested that
he be granted permission to remain out of the hospital in her custody
to attempt a family and community readjustment. The medical staff
evaluated the sitviation and granted her request. As a result, neither
the family or the patient received any pre-trial preparation by the
social service department.
Adjustment on Trial Visit.— During the first trial visit period,
the patient seemed fearful, unsure of himself and rather suspicious.
However, he made a genixlne effort to find employment. He saw the
State Employment Counsellor twice. The counsellor noticed that during
the second interview the patient seemed much more cooperative,
considerate and alert, but a few weeks later the patient again became
suspicious. TNhereas his earlier plans to find employment were
realistic he now spoke of having ideas which he did not care to share.
With regard to his family, the patient showed a real concern
about wanting to work because of the poor financial condition in the
home and his desire to help them. However, he also gave indication of
wishing to leave home, but was reluctant to discuss his feelings
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about his family or family diffictilties, The mother stated that the
patient seemed to be having a hard time getting himself to go places
but he iras determined to make a success of his adjustment and
continued to •'drive himself". The supervising case -worker felt that
the patient could best benefit from a supportive relationship -with
emphasis on employment since this seemed to moti-vate him but the
patient failed to keep appointments and indicated his reluctance to
be in contact -with the social -worker*
The patient was seen once during -the second trial -visit period
by -the super-vising case -worker. He appeared very depressed^ blocked
in his speech and expressed considerable disappointnrent in himself
and guilt in the fact that he was a burden to people by not -working.
He spoke of having dreams and hopes for himself, -rtiich he was unwilling
to share -with -the social worker indicating that he co-uld not really
carry them out, as he did not ha-ve -the ner-ve. The possibility of
Curati-ve Workshop was discussed and the patient expressed an Interest
in working there to keep up his hobly of model airplanes. This plan
-was discarded idien the patient was unable to come in and talk with
■Uie psychiatrist concerning work in the Curati-ve Workshop. The
mother stated that the patient -was -very seclusi-ve, -withdrawn and
suspicious of people -sdio approached them and would not eat in
restaurants they -visited.
During the third trial -visit, the mother expressed her desire to
have the patient returned to the hospital. It was also the opinion
of the social -worker that the patient was in need of fxirther
hospitalization. The patient could not be contacted to discuss how
he felt about the termination of the trial -visit but the social
worker believed, in the light of past experiences -with him, that he
-would resist returning. In -view of the patient's apparent sick
condition it -was recommended that he be recalled to the hospital for
psychiatric examinations around the possibility of rehospitalization.
He was rehospitalized at the end of one year on trial -visit because
his adjustment infaile on trial visit did not warrant his remaining in
the community.
E-valmtion of Case.— It seemed ob-vious from the beginning of the trial
-visit that this patient was too ill to make a -vdiolesome commimity and family
adjustment. The manner in -which he was granted trial -visit status seemed
to indica-te that the medical staff gave permission for trial -visit because
of parental pressures. The fact that neither -Uie patient or his family
recei-ved any pre-trial -visit preparation appeared to be a negati-ve factor
in the patient-worker and family-worker relationship because the
supervising case worker had no opportxmity to e-valuate the emotional
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attitude existing between the patient and his familyj the relationship
between the patient and his parents; his personal and physical environ¬
mental problems^ his plans and potentialities for making a social,
recreational or occupational adjustment; and the neighborhood environment
and its influences. This lack of preparation probably contributed to the
family's ignorance of the patient's great concern about working because he
felt they considered him a burden. Such misimderstandings between patient
and family are not uncommon in cases that received no pre-trial visit
preparation,^
At first, the patient seemed willing to cooperate with trial visit
s\jpervision but his ability to do so was interfered with by delusions of
persecution, feelings of suspicion, poor judgment and reasoning ability,
and vagueness of thought. This occurs frequently in psychiatric patients,^
These factors seem to indicate that in granting trial visit fxill consider¬
ation was not given to the possible weakening effects of returning to the
same environment iriiich contributed to his initial breakdown. All these
factors made it difficult for the supervising case worker to establish a
working relationship with the patient or his family and contacts seem to
have been made primarily for the purpose of f\jmishing the hospital with
evaluative adjustment reports.
Case 2
Background InformationThis is a thirty-six year old veteran
of World War II. His father, bom in Poland, died in June, 19h7 at
tester B. Crutcher, og. cit., pp, 3-11.
2
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the age of sixty-four. The father had no formal education and irorked
as a laborer, mostly in a factory* He had been in this coTintry
forty-two years •wiien he died and was described as being very healthy
and interested in his family until a few years before his death. He
developed asliima yrtiich was believed to be the cause of his death.
The mother, also bom in Poland, was sixty-two years old and in veiy
good health* She came to this comtry about the same time as her
husband. She spoke fondly of the children and mentioned vtoat fine
children they were.
The veteran was the third in order of birth among those children
■nho lived. He had two older sisters living and a yomger brother idio
died Tdiile in the Service in the United States Navy* There were two
children idio died in infancy*
The veteran's birth was normal and he walked and talked at about
one year* His mother nursed him mtil he was fifteen months old. He
was described as being a healtl^ child with no nervous habits or
musual fears. He was very quiet and seclusive and the impression
gathered was that his musual quietness and seclusiveness was regarded
as a problem his family but neither the mother or the sisters
would admit this*
The veteran started going to school at the age of six and
completed the ei^th grade at the age of fourteen* He attended Catholic
school and was considered an average student* He was always well
behaved and attended choirch regularly* He had very few friends and
spent most of his time about the house or going to an occasional movie •
He never participated actively in sports or mentioned marriage and
showed little interest in girls* After leaving school he got a job as
an office boy and then with the depression, held only odd jobs. He
never had a regular job mtil he entered the Service* He tried to
enlist but was turned down* Later, he was inducted.
He was in Service from 19l|.2-19U6. He was hospitalized idiile
overseas but his family did not know why* They believed it was for
^nerves"* After he returned home he did not look for work, appeared
fearful of people, was quiet, seclusive and stayed at home. UShen
people approached him, he would walk away and woiild not answer* He
was at home one and one half years living in this manner, having no
friends whatsoever, until he was admitted to the Northport Veterans
Administration Hospital in October, 19it7* He was diagnosed Schizo¬
phrenic reaction, paranoid type*
Case Work Preparation For Trial Visit.— This patient left the
hospital in the custody of his mother for a three day leave of
absence so he could attend the re-interment of his brother, whose body
was broiight back from overseas. A two week extension was requested
after which trial visit status was granted. Since the patient was
granted trial visit status from a leave-of-£d)sence he and his family
received no pre-trial visit preparation* However, after he was given
trial visit statm the social service department sent the Brooklyn
Regional Office a summary of the patient's backgromd and clinical
data plus recommendations offered \sy the patient's ward physician*
Adjustment on Trial Visit.— During the first and second trial
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visit periods the patient’s adjustment was rather questionable. He
seemed to be a very sick person in that he was inaccessible,
incoherent and unrelated. During interviews with the supervising
case worker he was evasive, suspicious and for the most part
Tidthdrew himself as a mute* His mother reported that he was
frequently mute for long periods of time. Since he was fearfiil and
suspicious of people he spent most of his time at home. Occasion¬
ally he would go for a walk to get a pack of cigarettes and would at
times visit one of his sisters who lived in the same house. On a
Triiole, he remained idle, depressed, negativistic and withdraw!. He
showed no insight into his condition, claiming he was well and
appeared contented to function at this level. His mother was very
grateful to have him home. His presence there seemed to make up for
the loss of her younger son who was killed overseas. The mother gave
up outside working so she could devote her time to the patient's
needs. Hlhile she seemed genuinely interested and concerned about the
patient, she did not push him into activities beyond his capacity but
found it very hard to accept his limited capacities. The mother was
helped to accept and understand the small gains and signs of progress
the patient made. The patient showed little interest in having
contacts with the supervising case worker and, feeling that he was
not sick, e:q)ressed his desire to be left alone.
During the last few months of the trial visit period, the patient
showed considerable signs of regression and confusion and retained
strong paranoid delusions of being strong and victoriovis. He believed
people were plotting against him and wanted to be brought to justice
for his crimes. He became increasingly hostile, aggressive and
assaultive towards his mother whom he accused of being his chief
tormentor udio wanted him to suffer. He spoke of bringing her to trial
and felt confident that he wovLLd win because he was an American
citizen and his mother vras. foreign bom. He resorted to drinking
heavily, appeared poorly noutlalhed and was argumentative i^en
intoxicated. He ceased all contacts with the worker since he was too
suspicious and paranoid to be with people. He very rarely'J.eft’home
except to go to the comer for alcohol.
The mother appeared to be closely attached to the patient and
attempted to reason with him, but he became very Involved Tiiien she
challenged his delusions. The patient consequently became increasing¬
ly upset and aggressive with her. He taunted and harassed her,
stating that she neglected him. It was impossible to establish any
meaningful relationship with the patient since he was obviously too
sick. During interviews he withdrew completely, left the house and
refused to talk with the worker. He had no awareness of the purpose
of contacts and refused to discuss retoiming to the hospital stating
that he was a free person, an American citizen and worald not be
detained against his will. The mother was confused about returning
the patient to the hospital for further treatment. Even though she
said she called the police on several occasions to have the patient
returned, she could not follow throu^ on ,this plan. In view of the
patient’s apparent sick condition and inability to make the proper
family and community adjustment he was recommended by the supervising
case worker for rehospitalization. He was rehospitalized about two
weeks before the termination of the trial visit period.
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Evaluation of Case*— The conditions under nidiich this patient was
granted trial visit status were not desirable but "Uie hospital had no
alternative since the only condition under idiich trial visit could have
been denied, after his mother expressed her desire to assme full responsi¬
bility for him, would have been that he was homicidal or suicidal*
However, from the very beginning of trial visit he showed no indication of
having the ability to cooperate with any supervision in that he was
inaccessible, incoherent and lanrelated* He was evasive, withdrawn,
suspicious and tended to render himself a mute making it more difficult
for the supervising case worker to establish a working relationship* The
patient’s mental state has much to do with idiat is accomplised vrtiile on
trial visit. Another negative factor was that the family was not prepared
to help him in his readjustment as his mother foimd it difficult to accept
his limitations making his stay at home unpleasant. This is not an
uncommon attitude in parents* The supervising case worker recognized the
need for immediate rehospitalization but respected the right of the mother
to give the patient custodial care, seemingly taking the attitude that the
patient was receiving adequate care and some understanding in the home,
and was not dangerous to himself or others. The mother, too, was aware of
the fact that the trial visit was a fail-ore but her feelings became so
invol-ved that she could not follow -through -with plans to have the patient
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approximately two weeks before the termination of trial visit.
Case 3
Backgroimd Information!,-— This twenty-eight year old veteran was
the eldest of three children, having a younger brother, aged twenty-
seven and a sister, aged twenty-four. His father was bom in Greece
aaid was approximately fifty-five years old. He came to^the Ttoited
States tifoen he was about sixteen years old and married about 1920.
llthough no information was obtained concerning his education,* he was
able to read and write English, He was described as being carefree
and happy-go-lucky in nature and got along well with all the members
of his family. During the past twenty-five years, he has sold Greek
newspapers on a regular route and had never made much of an income.
He had always been in good health, having no major'illnesses. The
patient's mother, approximately fifty years of age, was also born in
Greece and came to this country when she was about fifteen years bid.
She was said to be illiterate, unable to read or write either Greek
or English. She originally came from a poor section in the Macedonian
Moxantains, idiere a hi^ proportion of the popiilation was supposed to
be illiterate. She was domineering and yet "very sensitive, crying
very easily. For the past fifteen years she had been working as a
glass washer in one of the New York hotels. The mother and the
patient got along well together and it was felt that he ■was favored
by her over the other children. The mother was described as being
a periodic complainer of minor physical symptoms. The family
relationship was described as being one in -Biiich the father was
easy-going and the mother some'what strict. The family religion was
Greek Orthodox. Tffiiile the mother was very religious, the father yras
hot and the family did not participate to any great extent in church
acti'vities',
The patient had the usual childhood diseases, and in addition had
a severe attack of bronchial pneumonia at nine years of age. He
seemed to be generally friendly wi'th people as he grew up, but tended
to be somewhat shy. The shyness woTild wear off after he got to know
a person. He played with the boys in the neighborhood, taking some
part in their regular acti'vities. As he grew older, he attended
social fxmctions with girls as well as boys. In general, he seemed
to be a someidiat serious child.
The patient graduated from high school at eighteen years old. He
once failed in French and once in Mathematics, There were no
indications of social maladjus-lanent during the school period. After
graduating from high school, the patient worked as a Wall Street
runner. He did not stick to any job for a long time, and held several
jobs in minor unskilled capacities. While shifting around this way,
he gradually learned something about the fur industry. After a period
of unemployment, he entered the fur industry, where he earned fifty-
five dollars per week for a period of three months. He was laid off
because the work of the company was not steady and then obtained a
job at forty dollars per week with another compai^ for a few months.
He complained that the job was not steady, did not pay enough, and
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was too tedious* He thought his fellow workers were riding him and
felt nervous about this. He claimed that the boys were making him
the butt of various jokes.
He was inducted in February, 19^3, and was transferred to the
Medical Corps, after some months in the Field Artillery. As a
Private First Class in the Medical Corps, he had duty in a ward wito
•*psycho** cases and also duty in a "pro" station. He frequently said
he wished the war was over because he didn’t like the arngr. The
patient received a medical discharge from the army in 19h$ because of
a nervous condition. He felt badly about the fact that he didn’t
go overseas and believed he was "getting the run around", in general,
in the anny.
He was not satisfied with his machine operator’s job in the fvir
industry after he got out of the army. He said it made him nervous
and he didn’t like piece work. He married in August, I9I1.6. His
wife was Catholic and he, Greek Orthodox. He felt that his wife
would have preferred a Catholic wedding but allowed his parents to
"high pressure" him into a Greek Orthodox ceremony and felt badly
about this later. He would have liked to have been independent
instead of yielding to the wishes of his parents. He was laid off
from work in November, 1914.6. At the time, he seemed moody and there¬
fore started psychiatric treatment with a private psychiatrist, this
being authorized through the Veterans Administration, He qviit this
treatment after three months.
After the patient terminated psychiatric treatment he started
going to day school studying radio and working afternoons in the fur
industry. He developed a fear of going home to his wife after work
and finally had to be hospitalized. He was admitted to Northport
Veterans Hospital in October, 19U7> where he was diagnosed Schizo¬
phrenic reaction, paranoid type.
Case Work Preparation For Trial Visit.— This patient was granted
trial visit status from a leave-of-absence from the hospital. There¬
fore, he nor his family received any pre-trial visit preparation.
Adjustment on Trial Visit.— From the very start it was obvious
that this patient was too ill to remain in the community very long,
■When he was first seen by the supervising case worker, he presented a
very suspicious, sullen, argumentative and paranoid picture idiich grew
steadily worse. Because of a problem in his relationship with his
wife, matters were not made any easier. The wife became very unhappy
in this marriage and felt that she could not go on with it* However,
she also realized that she could not leave him at this time as he was
very dependent on her. She discussed this problem with the supervising
case worker and consulting psychiatrist and it was decided that she
would not tell her husband of her plan to leave him.' However, shortly
afterwards his behavior made her so unhappy that she told him of her"
plans to leave him and move back to her family in New Jersey,
Several times she tried actually to do so but in each instance the
patient would not believe her and would follow her to her parents’
home and remain there until she rettirned to New York with him.
Also involved in all this was the patient’s mother and some of
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his siblings as he lived -vrith them. The mother had some insight into
his illness but could not cope with it because of the difficulties
posed by the marriage.
During the sixth month of the trial visit period the patient
became more disturbed. His behavior fluctuated between depression
and such activities as banging on the furniture and windows and
shouting. After this time his behavior grew rapidly worse. The
family felt that they could not cope with him any longer and asked
that he be rehospitalized. TOien rehospitalization was discussed with
him, his speech was incoherent and rambling and he was very belliger¬
ent. He was unable to see any need for rehospitalization and could
not be held since he was not a committed patient. His family talked
him into returning to the hospital to discuss discharge with the
medical staff knowing that he would be kept for fiurther treatment and
care. The patient returned to the hospital after eight months on
trial visit. His request for discharge was disapproved and he was
rehospitalized.
Evaluation of Case.— This patient was granted trial visit status from
a leavB-of-absence seemingly because of pressures brou^t on the hospital
authorities by his mother. Partly due to this and partly due to the nattire
of his illnes^ neither he or his family received any pre-trial visit
preparation. The marital and family difficulties which helped to precipi¬
tate his illness still existed in the home i^en he was granted trial visit.
Together with this, the patient's mental condition was not favorable for:-
satisfactory home and community adjustment as, Tdien he was first seen, he
presented a suspicious, argumentative paranoid picture. His reasoning and
judgment were poor and even though he was very dependent on his wife, he
aggravated her to the point that she insisted on leaving him. Her
insistence upon leaving him was probably due to her lack of understanding of
the nature of his illness. Without this understanding, she did not know in
tdiat ways she could best help the patient make the most of his trial visit.^




because his acute psychotic symptoms were not in a good state of remission*
His e:q)ression of hostility, rage, anxiety, fear and confusion made it
practically impossible for the supervising case worker to establish a
working relationship, and contacts T?ere made to try to get him to accept
rehospitalization as well as to meet Veterans’ Administration requirements
of making periodic evaluative adjustment reports.
Case
Background Information*— This twenty-five years old veteran had
one sibling, a sister one year older. The two always got along well
together and no signs of rivalry or jealousy were noticed between
them. The father was enqiloyed in a transportation shop. He sAid he
and the patient were never particularly good pals but he and his wife
spoiled their children. He gave as an example of having ’’spoiled"
his daughter, the fact that although she was now married, she still
passed her plate to him yhenever they ate a meal together, so he
could cut up her meat for her. The father did not refer to his wife
very often, but vdien he did, he spoke so objectively that it was
difficult to evaluate their relationship. He said his wife had
always spoiled the children, not allowing them to do arqrthing
•rfiatsoever for themselves, or for her. They never helped with the
dishes or did anything around the house. The mother was described as
being very nervous and easily upset, by this it was gathered that she
was fearfial lest the children do something to hurt themselves.
The patient was a full term baby. Pregnancy, labor and birth
were normal. The mother nxirsed both the children for about one and one
half years. The patient walked at about one and one half years old
and had diphtheria at the age of six and chicken pox and whooping
cough at the age of eight. He started going to school at the age of
seven years. He had not graduated from high school at the age of
eighteen and one .half when he enlisted in the army. The patient never
worked before enlistment and worked a total of four months in the
three years after discharge and prior to his hospitalization. He
worked in a printing establishment for three months but did not get
along well there and one month as a clerk for a transportation
corporation.
He liked sports and was very fond of baseball. He liked to play
with boys his own age. He never seemed very interested in girls and
was not known to have any dates. He never went out in mixed groups.
He spent about thirty-fo\n: months in the arnQr and attained the
rank of Corporal, He spent two years in the Pacific in a tank
battalion. He suffered a severe blow on the head, in the line of duty
when his tank took a sudden jerk while he was driving it. He broke
the bridge of his nose and it was left looking very pronounced.
Soon after discharge the patient was noticed to be very nervous.
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He wo-uld go into trancelike states and stare into space for long
periods -while his hands trembled and he prespired profusely* These
conditions occurred about twice a week and lasted for several minutes.
He bought a car and spent most of his time out of doors. He became
particularly interested in singing and thought that he was a great
singer. Shortly after this, he began to tsilk of June Allyson (movie
star). He was con-vinced that she was determined to marry him. At
times he became excited and slammed doors* The police and ambulance
were called several times by the father but the mother and sister
pre-vailed upon him to reconsider. At their insistence, the father
would not send the patient away, even though his better judgment told
him that he should. The patien-t became very meticulous about his
person. He often took three baths a day and changed underwear. He
spent long periods in the bathroom and pulled down the shade over the
stained glass -window .to insure complete privacy. Once when the father
opened the door to see -viSiat he was doing, the patient nearly crushed
his head by slamming it shut. After this he threw his hairbrush
through -the -window. He interpreted e-very mo-vement of his parents as a
signal to June Allyson, that they would help her in her effoarts to
marry him.
Two days before Thanksgiving he decided to go to Miami to take a
rest* His father gave him three hundred dollars in cash and the patient
left that day but returned on Thanksgiving day. He said June Allyson
had followed him and he had been forced to return home -vihen he got as
far as Jacksonville*
A few days later the patient bought a new rifle, saying he was
going hunting* The family feared -what he might do and the father hid
it. The patient found it and rushed downstairs with it in a great
rage -i^ere the family was assembled. They all became frightened arid
left the house. The father again went for the police* As he was re^
turning, he saw the patient come out of the house -with the rifle, get
into his father's car and dri-ve away* He Tras later picked up by the
state police for reckless dri-ving* The rifle -was exposed and the
patient said he was out for some target practice* He was taken to
Northport Veterans Administration Hospital and admitted in 19U9. , He
■was diagnosed Schizophrenic reaction, paranoid type*
Case Work Preparation For Trial Visit.— After about six months
of hospitalization, the mother began -to bring pressure upon the
hospital authoriaties for the release of her son* She was referred to
the social ser-vice department to discuss -with the social worker, the
possibilities of an early trial -visit* The mother was sorae-what
unrealistic in her attitude towards trial -visit and refused to consider
any factors accept the fact that she wanted her son home because he
■was "a good boy" and any "good mother" would -want to care for her son
herself* The father was more reasonable and decided that it might be
best to ha-ve the patient come home first for a brief leave-of-absence
to be followed by a longer lea-^e-of-absence and if his adjustment was
thought to be satisfactory, a trial -visit would be considered. The
mother and father gave the general impression that should the trial
■visit status be granted their son, he would be allowed to lead a
dependent and irresponsible life. It was the opinion of the worker
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that the family was sincerely interested in the patient and would give
him adequate custodial care* Both parents agreed that the mother's
condition would be better with the patient in the home* She worried
when he was away but not so much when his behavior was erratic at home.
They appeared to be imable to accept the fact that toe patient was an
adult* Her insistence to take him home was based on his insistence
that she do so* The mother planned to have him come home and lead a
life of a good dependent child* The father seemed to be forced into
doing "toat his wife thought best.
Adjustment on Trial Visit.— During the first period of trial visit
the patient spent a considerably amoimt of his time going for long
drives with his father, visiting friends and visiting relatives. The
patient was agreeable, friendly and sociable. The father showed some
iinderstanding of his son's illness and realized that employment was
not practical at this time. He did not bring any undue pressvtres upon
his son* The patient was well oriented but had no awareness of his
emotional difficulties and maintained the attitude that his hospital¬
ization was a mistake. He seemed able to take care of his affairs
and found accepting trial visit difficult*
In the second period the patient became resentful of contacts as
he saw no need for them. He was satisfied at his adjustment at home
and felt that he did not require any ties to the hospital* He spent
most of his time in the home or going out with his family* He was
satisfied with this and expressed no interest in going out of the home
and making social contacts on his own, or becoming independent of his
family. The father was satisfied with his son's adjustment* He
accepted the fact that the patient was unable to act on his own and
was dependent upon him. He felt that Everything was all right as long
as there were no behavior problems. However, about the seventh month
of the trial visit period, the patient became bewildered, confused
and erratic in his behavior and had to be returned to the hospital*
Evaluation of Case.— This patient and his family received help in
trial visit planning during the pre-trial visit period. Even though the
motoer was unrealistic in her demands for the patient to return home, the
father agreed to cooperate with the social worker's and attending, physician's
plan for a brief leave-of-absence to be followed by a trial visit,, providing
his adjustment was satisfactory. The fact that his mother described his
adjustment on his leave-of-absence as satisfactory and requested a trial
visit seemed influenced by his demands that she keep him at home and her
strong desire to keep him in a dependent childlike role. During the first
period of trial visit toe patient was agreeable, sociable and friendly.
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He was well oriented but had no awareness of his need to be independent and
allowed his mother to direct his thinking and activities* He felt that his
hospitalization was a mistake* This attitude made it difficult for the
supervising case worker to establish a working relationship,^ Even thoxigh
the mother also resented case work supervision, she was very influential
with the patient and if the worker had been able to interpret to her the
part she could play in helping the patient make the best of his trial visit,
she might have been able to help in the development of a vaiolesome worker-
patient relationship. Oftentimes much can be accomplished by working with
parents or other relatives,^ There was no evidence that such an attempt
was made. 'When the patient became bewildered and confused, his family was
not prepared to give him additional protection, reassurance, sympathy or
support and he had to be rehospitalized.
Case 5
Backgro'und InformationThis veteran was bom in 1922, At
the age of eight he had scarlet fever and at ten, yellow jaundice.
He suffered no after effects from these illnesses but since childhood
he had attempted to avoid doctors by denying being ill. The veteran
had one brother, one and a half years older than himself. The father
was very chummy with the children as thej^ had similar interests,
"When the children misbehaved, their behavior was explained to them
and they were never struck. They responded well to this type of
discipline. The parents' philosophy was "one could get more bees with
honey than with vinegar". The mother was a cheerful, good-natured
person. There were no indications of sibling rivalry and the brothers
participated in play together and social life, having the same group
of friends and not being bothered by the difference in their ages.
The veteran started going to school at the age of six. He was
very dull in the school showing no particular academic interests but
took pride in his boc3y from an athletic point of view, his chief
1
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ambition being to become a baseball player. He was interested in all
sports and spent most of his time after school playing baseball or
basketball. He was the captain of the parish basketball team. He
left school at the age of nineteen after having completed only one and
one half years of high school. He was well liked and had ft*iends
among both sexes. He was not very outspoken, however, and in fact
tended to be shy and conservative. He did not push himself forward r
and was very modest about his abilities. He had no steady girl friends
but this lack of heterosexual relationships did not seem to bother him.
After leaving school he got a job delivering groceries-and kept
his earnings but contributed to the support of the home #ien the house¬
hold f\mds were short. He was Inducted into the army in October, 19U2
and discharged in March, 19ii3* He received a Certificate of Disability
Discharge with a thirty percent disability compensation for psychoneu-
rosis, anxiety state with reactive depression. Ylhen he returned home
he was still obviously ill. He was helpless and inefficient and could
not even tie his shoe laces. He felt inferior to everyone and said
that all his friends were still in service becoming very distiirbed
every time the army was mentioned. He received out-patient psychia¬
tric treatment, could not hold a steady job, and his behavior was very
bizarre, Ihen the relationship with his family became som disrupted
that he was considered as dangerous to keep around, he was sent to
Bellevue Hospital, then transferred to the Korthport Veterans'Adminis¬
tration Hospital were he was diagnosed Schixophrenic reaction,
paranoid type.
Case Work Preparation For Trial Visit.— This patient was granted
a trial visit from a leave-of-absence from the hospital. Even though
his behavior during his leave-of-absence was not very good, his parents
thought that he shou-lji. be given an opporttinity to attempt a ccanmunity
adjustment and therefore requested that the leave-of-absence be
changed to a trial visit. The request was granted by the medical staff
and no pre-trial visit preparation was given either the patient or his
family by the social service department.
Adjustment on Trial Visit,— Ihen the patient left the hospital
he was quite anxious to either get some type of training or find a
job. Through a series of misunderstandings and misleading notations
in the patient's claim folder, the supervising case worker began plans
for a type of service for ii^ich this patient was not eligible since
his illness was not service connected. When these plans had to be
discontinued, the patient became belligerent and angry. His anger went
far beyond the reality sitiiation and he gave no further cooperation.
He broke furniture in the home and was so abusive and loud that the
neighbors complained. His behavior was a constant burden on his
parents and they begged him to move out of the house» He refused to
leave or discuss the matter with them or the worker. The police were
called several times but somehow the patient was always able to run
away from home just before they arrived. The family tried to discuss
rehospitalization with him but he said he would not think of going
back, that he was all right. It was only after the ninth month of
failure to adjust on trial visit that he realized and would accept
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further hospitalization* He returned voluntarily and was rehospi¬
talized after the tennination of the trial visit period*
Evaluation of Case*— A wholesome adjustment on trial visit was
doubtful for this patient from the beginning because his acute symptoms had
not completely disappeared* However, he made a genuine effort to make the
best of his trial visit. He had more ability to cooperate than was
generally supposed,^ In this case, the worker established a very meaningfiil
relationship with a patient who was not expected to make a very good adjust¬
ment on his trial visit and had the opportunity to effectively use this
relationship towards the patient’s social adjustment. However, through
some misleading notations in the patient's records the worker started with
plans that cotild not be realized according to Veterans Administration
regulations. Wien this was discussed, the patient became disturbed,
belligerant, suspicious and abusive. The worker's failiure to realize the
seriousness of this disappointment damaged the relationship beyond repair
and the patient was unable to cooperate further*^ His acute symptoms
reappeared and even though he had refused to return to the hospital until
the termination of his trial visit, he then went voluntarily.
Case 6
Background Information*— This vsteran was bom in 19^. His
delivery was by instrument but wilJiout complications. He was a
full-term, healthy baty. He was formula fed but the first food given
him apparently did not agree with him. The doctor prescribed a
Robert L, Stobblefied and Arthur Mandelbaum, "Casework With The
Ambulatory Schizophrenic Patient," Journal of Psychiatric Social Work, XIX
(Winter, 19^0), p. 91.
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special formiila and he ate well and developed normally. However, at
eight months old, he had a series of convulsions vfliich lasted over a
period of two weeks. After this, he was a poor eater and very finicky.
He also cried a great deal. He was toilet trained and walked at
the age of nine months. He began to talk at one and one half years
old* "When he was about two years old his problems in behavior
disappeared and he became well behaved, appeared healthy and happy.
At the age of two and one half his penis was brtiised while the father
was undressing him to urinate and it was necessary to call in the
doctor. During childhood he played with other children and had many
friends. However, he only played with boys as he did not care for
girls. On one occasion i^ien his mother told him that he might get a
sister, he cried and said that he did not want one as she "would take
all his toys".
He started going to school at the age six, liked school very
much and made a good scholastic record. He was good in all subjects
except English and had a poor vocabulary. He liked atheletlcs and
won a medal for marksmanship vtfiile in college. He also participated
in fencing. He was never aggressive and in conflicting sitizations
woTold generally give in to avoid trouble. However, he was a good and
conscientious worker and quite ambitious. He was sociable, agreeable
and frequently consulted his parents or others for advice regarding
problems. He was always well mannered.
He left college and volunteered for the aniQr in 19h3* He chose
Meteorology, passed the examination and was sent to Atlantic City for
basic training. He did not get along well with the other men in his
company because he thought they were rovigh, vulgar and undisciplined.
He became upset and had to be hospitalized a few weeks after entering
service. His mother visited him in the army hospital and requested
his discharge in her custody as she w^ted to provide private
psychiatric care for him. He was discharged in March, 19h3-
On his return home he was treated by a private psychiatrist •until
the family coid-d no longer afford treatments. He was sent to a private
sanitorium •vdiere his condition improved temporarily and he was
discharged. However, aftdr about a month, he stopped talking and
refused to eat. His family sent him to Kings County Hospital There
he remained in a coma for about six weeks. He kept his body rigid,
would not talk and had to be fed through a tube. He recei'ved a course
of insulin shock theraKT and after three months was discharged, seem¬
ingly comple'tely well.
He sec\ired a job in the chemical department of a food company
and attended City College at night, -where he studied chemical
engineering. He graduated and secured a job as a begiming chemist
for a large firm in the city. He did well and was told that he wo^d
be sent to their training school as he was in line for an ad'vancement.
It -was at this time that the patient became eng^ed. In No'vember, 19ii7
after attending a football game, the patient and his fiancee stopped
at a station for gas and while the attendant was giving him gas, 'the
car in -the frontaof him backed up, pushing his car against the car in
the rear and pinning his legs between the two bumpers. He stayed in
the hospital because of this accident, mtll the day before Christmas,
Tiidien he was allowed to go home -with his leg still in a cast. He was
depressed as he felt this accident would interfere with his career
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with the chemical firm, especially since he was supposed to start
in their special training school on January first.
Some friends stopped by on New Tear’s Even on their way to a
dance. With tears in his eyes he told them to enjoy themselves and
added that he would be in bed for five more months. On -New Year’s
morning the patient became ill again and refused to talk or eat»
His mother deceived him into going to Kings Connty Hospital by telling
him that he was going to get his leg x-rayed. While there, the patient
fell out of bed and broke the cast on his leg. He got out of bed in
an attempt to go home. As a result of this he was tied to the bed and
his condition became worse. He stopped talking and eating altogether.
In January, 19i;8, he was transferred to the Northport Veterans
Administration Hospital and diagnosed Schizophrenic reaction, paranoid
tjrpe.
Case Work Preparation For Trial Visit.— Before trial visit was
granted this patient, he was seen several times by the hospital social
worker about his feeling of stigma attached to his illness, unemploy¬
ment, his competency and his general attitude that people were placing
obstacles in his way to prevent him from getting well. The family
was contacted and given an interpretation of the doctor’s prognosis.
Their willingness and ability to cooperate with trial visit super¬
vision of the patient was also evaluated and all this material was
sent to the supervising case worker to familarize him with the case
before the patient was granted a trial visit.
Adjustment on Trial Visit.— When the patient first left the
hospital, he appeared to be in a good state of remission and showed no
overt evidence of a. psychotic process. He indicated some movement
towards a greater recognition of his need for help in facing reality
pressures and handling himself more maturely in problem situations.
He was referred for Vocational Rehabilitation and Education under
Public Law l6 and was assigned a vocational advisor, Dxiring the third
month he appeared very tense, depressed and expressed delusional
material of a paranoid nature with respect to women and Grod, He
felt that a terrible wrong had been done him by God in that he became
mentally ill. He was hostile and negative towards women and completely
evasive about his relationship with the former girlfriend. His
resistance to treatment were evidenced in his missing appointments,
coming late for treatment and his superficiality and evasiveness about
problems. Despite the mother’s emotional involvement, she was under¬
standing and helpful in her handling of the patient. However, she
was unable to share responsibility for the care of the patient with
her husband. The case was transferred to the Mental Hygiene team
social worker.
When seen by the Mental Hygiene social worker, the patient’s
attitude towards treatment was one of complete rejection and denial of
his being mentally ill. He remained evasive and resisted involving
himself in the treatment situation. At home he acted out hostilities
and aggressiveness which seemed to indicate delusions of persecution.
He made numerous unrealistic efforts to obtain employment. Despite
his limited experience in the field of engineering, he felt he could
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not accept employment 'rtiich paid less than sixty dollars a week. He
was considered for shock therapy but inhen he was presented before the
Shock Board, he rejected this treatment and said all he wanted was
help in obtaining a driving license. Ee was discharged from the
Mental Hygiene Clinic as being inaccessible for treatment on an out¬
patient basis.
The patient showed considerable regression, more withdrawn
behavior and increasing hostility and suspiciousness during the third
period. He ejtpressed delusional material of a paranoid nature with
respect to Jewish people. He confined himself more and more to the
home and went out less frequently. He showed increased hostility to
his parents and appeared suspicious of the food that was being
pxirchased in the home, claiming that his mother was buying cheap
merchandise and was not treating him well. He created several scenes
in which he dumped food in the garbage pail because he insisted it
was of inferior quality. In view of his inability to make the proper
family and community adjustment, it was recommended that the patient
be recalled to the hospital. He refused to discuss returning to the
hospital willingly and terminated contacts •when "the super'vising case
worker indicated that he might consider further hospitalization.
Since he refused to coopera'te in trial "visit supervision and treat¬
ment and because of his mother's great concern shout his welfare,
the chief of neuro-psychiatric examinations at the Mental Hygiene
Clinic ga-VB the mother a letter -which she could take to either the
police or Magistrates Court to have her son rehospitalized stating
that her son was a committed patient at the Nor-fchport Veterans
Administration Hospital, The patient was rehospitalized against his
will at the termination of the trial -visit period.
Evaluation of CaseThis patient and his family were seen in reference
to pre-trial -visit planning but his prognosis for making a satisfactory
adjustment -was considered as being poor, E-ven though his psychosis appeared
in a good state of remission, he maintained deliisions of persecution and
felt -unsure of himself, because bf .his illness. He had great hopes for
himself, but felt sure his illness and hospitalization would hinder their
realization.
During -the first few months of trial visit he was cooperative and
friendly and -was referred for Vocational Rehabilitation and Education under
Public Law l6. His beha-vior indicated some mo-vement towards a greater
recognition of his need for help in facing reality pressxires and handling
himself more maturely in problem situations, showing that he had some ability
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to make plans and form decisions,^ However, shortly after-wards his
delusions that he had been done a terrible wrong by God in that he was
mentally ill caused him to become tense, depressed and suspicious. He
became hostile and negativistic and was xmable to continue cooperating
with trial visit supervision. There was no evidence of the worker's
attempting to help him work through his feelings regarding his illness.
After his acute symptoms reappeared he was transferred to the Mental
Hygiene Clinic and recommended for shock therapy but was discharged niien
he showed no insight or ;}udgment and was found to be inaccessible for
out-patient treatment. He refused to admit his illness and discontinued
contacts idien he was not recommended for driver's license. This inability
to accept his illness and accompanying limitations is very common in
2
psychotic patients recovering from mental illnesses. In his refusal to
discuss rehospitalization or cooperate with trial visit supervision,
contacts were maintained merely for the piirpose of furnishing the hospital






The cases studied indicated that veterans of military service
recovering from psychiatric illnesses and hospitalization in a Veterans
Administration neuro-psychiatric hospital are guided in their rehabili¬
tation by psychiatric social workers who employ case work techniques
varying from simple encouragement and environmental manipulation to using
the relationship for sustaining modifications. The primary purpose of
trial visit supervision is to help the veterans re-establish themselves
in the home and the community.
The general conditions under idiich psychotic veterans are usually
granted trial visit status are:
1. The state of remission is seen as a sustained improvement by the
medical staff.
2. Precipitating factors have been removed or reduced to 'Uie extent
that they do not represent a threat to the patient making tiie most
of his trial visit.
3. Pre-trial visit preparation is given to the patient and the person
in idiose custody he is being released.
li. Supervision on trial visit by a psychiatric case worker offers both
the patient and his custodian continued support, encouragement and
reassurance.
5. The supervising case worker must make constructive xise of the
Veterans Ac3ministration and community resources.
In the cases studied, the pattern for granting trial visit did not
always conform with the accepted procedures and this factor might have
3$
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been instrumental in the patients' readmittance to the hospital. Only
one patient, (case 6) seemed, to have been in a good state of remission
Tihen he was granted trial visit. However, his mental attitude towards his
illness seemed to have prevented the development of a good patient-worker
relationship. In none of the cases was there evidence that the precipi¬
tating emotional and physical factors had been removed or reduced to the
extent that they did not represent a threat to a satisfactory adjustment.
In only two cases, {h and 6) did the patient and his custodian receive
some pre-trial visit preparation. In both of these cases the prognosis
for making a satisfactory adjustment was considered, by the medical staff,
as being poor. In all of the cases, the patients' capacity to cooperate
with trial visit supervision seemed to have been limited in that their
Clarity of mind, memory, judgment, ability to reason and to focus their
attention on the situation at hand were very poor, thus making a working
relationship with them practically impossible» All of the patients were
obviously too sick to make constructive out-patient use of the Veterans
Administration or community resources.
The factor which seemed outstandingly instrumental in the granting of
trial visits to these patients was parental pressxire* put on the hospital
authorities by parents. These parents seemed motivated mainly by two
factors, namely: the lack of understanding of the nature of mental illness,
and Involved emotional ties with acute feelings of guilt.
In these trial visit cases, there was no evidence of the consideration
which the medical staff gave to the effect which a return to the same
unprepared environment might have on the recurrence of acute psychotic
symptoms. This fact would seon to indicate either that the psychiatrists
were not as concerned by the significance of an unchanged home environment
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as the social workers, or that with the increase in the psychotic population
among veterans of military service, the psychiatrists were pressed for
additional bed space and #ien a family requested a trial visit there was a
tendency to grant it out of respect for the family's right to care for one
of its members. In either case, it seems indicated that a closer
psychiatric team relationship shovild function in regard to trial visit
consideration, with attention given to the significance of unchanged home
environments and their effect on the maladjusted veteran in order that the
psychiatrist might develop a fuller appreciation of the value of pre-trial
visit preparation.
In so far as the psychiatric case worker plays a major role during
trial visits, it wotild seem that he should begin his contribution during
the first stage, that of planning for disposition. The writer would like
to suggest the formation of a trial visit committee comprised of a
representative from all the departments of the hospital team in an effort to
accomplish this. This committee wovild thoroughly investigate and evaluate
all cases being considered for trial visit bringing out the patients' mental
states, their changed or unchanged home environments and their abilities
to make constructive use of trial visit supervision. A report of the
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